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I. "POVERTY AND SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT"--AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL 

ACTION FHILOSOPHY 1 

The social action approach makes certain assumptions a':>out 

the nature! of poverty, the nature of our society, and possibil

ities for social change. Although action philosophies may dif

fer in the specifics most social actionists agree on these basics. 

The social action orientation implies that poverty is fos

tered by the interaction of internal and external factors--both 

the individual and his society. In actual practice, however, 

the emphasis is mainly society's impact on the individual. 

This analysis of our social and economic order finds that 

something is very wrong in the system. Our society's institu

tional stnlcture and social relations prevent the poor from 

adequately shaping a fulfilling way of life. 

Poverty is seen, then, as more than an economic deficiency, 

but a social deficiency as well. Some aspects of the "culture 

at' poverotyU are used to describe a life style, a way of looking 

at the world. Social action thought finds the powerlessness 

and separation of the poor as stemming from faults in the op

portunity structure of the society. 

The social actionist is optimistic about changing the hos

tility and indifference characteristic of the poor. He feels 

1 
Martin Rein and S.M. Miller, "Poverty, Policy, and Purpose: 

The Axes of Choice," Poverty ~ Human Resources Abstracts, 
I (r'larch-April, 1966), 13-14. 
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their behavior is not a deeply entrenched life style, only a 

response to life's realities. He sees social action as a move

ment work:lng on causes, effecting real change in systems and 

people. 

In this view, a person is considered poor when he is ex

cluded from participation in the decision-making processes .. of 

society. The goal becomes "social engagement," with channels 

open for influence on social policy and procedure. 

Almost by definition, social action is oriented to local 

governmen1~. Social actionists argue faa:' change at the local 

level, emphasizing that the urban environment is the setting 

in which poverty grows. They see the quality of public ser

vices provided the poor to be primarily shaped by the charac

ter of the city government. 

For accomplishing "social engagement" the target of social 

action efforts is the adult poor and the orientation is the 

present. If the adult poor gain a sense of power over their 

lives through social action, they will not perpetuate the de

featism of the "culture of poverty." They will, themselves, 

be no longer poor: 

To accomplish ,-.rider participation of a low-status group 

requires social change, a shift in the status quo. For insti

tutional structure to thus move, to accept change, requires 

pressure. Social action thought sees this movement for change 

as a political problem, requiring power. 
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Because of the vested economic and political interests 

that would be threatened by power shifts the social action ap-

proach advocates a conflict model of change, rather than a 

consensus model. 

The strategy for accomplishing the goal of "social en-

gagement" is community organization. or, as some have termed it, 

community mobilization. This approach would include organizers 

going into poverty communities, agitating for .:hange, and help

ing the poor to form groups to press the local power structure. 

In contrast to traditional community organization, based 

on cooperation and consensus of the total community, the social 

action approach advocates pressure tactics. Brager says in 

this vein, tiThe tendency of social workers to emphasize the a

melioration of conflict and the reduction of te~nsion, while of

ten appropriate and helpful, may, in effect, also discourage 

lower-income participation. With issues flattened rather than 

sharpened, differences minimized rather than faced, there may 

be little to arouse the interest of a group that already lacks 

the predisposition to participate .,.,2 

The social action approach is essentially a militant one, 

taking much of its force from the civil rights movement and 

the present youth revolt. Its direct action tactics, its hos

tility toward the power structure, its political overtones, 

2 George Brager, "Organizing the Unaffiliated in a LOvl-Income 
Area," pov l9I t:y in America: A Book of Readin~, ed. Louis A. 
Ferman ~~ • (Ann Arbor, 19b5~.~94. 
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and its be:lief in equality and participation in American soci

ety all are indicative of its origin. 

Withi.n this approach one finds, of course, the roots of 

the Marxian system and the radical tradition of the 1930·s. 

These influences, although coloring social action philosophy 

in aome me~asure, stay in the background. Much of l'-1arxian 

thought is rejected, but the impact is still pervasive and 

real. 

110 THE POOR--A PORTRAIT 

The life style of the poor has a direct bearing on the 

posSibilities for social action efforts in urban poverty areas. 

The charaeteristics of the poor, the value orientation prefer

ences of the poor, and the concept "culture of poverty" will 

be considE~red here as they have real relevance to a social ac-

tion inteJ~retation of life style. 

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POOR 

Certain characteristics of lower class life that relate 

to participation by the poor in the larger society have been 

found by several writers in the field. 3 Frank Riessman, Oscar 

Lewis, and Albert Cohen, for example, all delineate somewhat 

3"tower class" as used in this paper means the lower-lower 
class, thE~ poor. 
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similar tra.its.4 

Cohen's study,"Characteristics of the Lower Blue Collar 

Class," has a fairly comprehensive list of these characteris

tics.5 A preference for the familiar and a reluctance to meet 

new si tuatj.ons , limited participation in voluntary associations, 

a lack of planning, a sense ofpowerlessness and deprivation, 

cynicism and distrust, and extrapunitiveness all have importance 

in rela.tion to the poor's lack of social engagement. Cohen 

sees the lower class person as able to deal with authoritarian 

relationships either by compliance and obedience or by tough-

ness and r(3fusal to surrender autonomy. 

S.M. Miller characterizes lower class life as c~isis life, 

generating a vicious circle. That personal instability may 

be source as well as consequence of difficulties compounds the 

problem. 6 

Miller further says that.: the low-paid, irregularly employed 

individual does not develop an image of the world as; predictable 

4Frank Riessman, !he Culturally Deprived Chil~(New York, 1962). 

Oscar Le",J'is, Five Families: Mexican Case Studies in ~ Cu~-
~ of Povertz(New York, 1959). - -

Oscar Lewis, The Children of 8anchez(New York, 1961). 

Albert Cohen and Harold Hodges, "Characteristics of the Lower 
Blue Colla.r Class," (l'1imeo.), cited in Patricia C. Sexton, 
Spanish Harlem(New York, 1965). 

5Cohen, pp. 176-179. 

68. H. I\1iller, "The American Lower Class: A Typological Approach," 
Socia! Research, XXXI (Narch, 1964), 13-14. 
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or as something with which he can cope. The control and direc-

tion o~f eV"ents is seen as almost unattainable. He cites Mas-

low in this regard, feeling that those who have had a stable 

past are rr..ore able to manage in disastrous circumstances than 

those havi.ng considerable prior deprivation.7 When the pre

viously de!prived person is unemployed for a long time, "boun

cing back til becomes quite difficult. 

The i.mportance of the self-concept of the poor is empha

sized in 8. study of children.8 These poor Negro and white 

cnildren attending the first and fifth grades in New York City 

were not only handicapped in regard to living conditions and 

opportunities for learning. They were found to be handicapped 

psychologically as well. The proportion of unfavorable self

images increased from 55% in the first grade to 65?6 in the fifth 

grade. The children drew un.favorable comparisons between them-

selves and their classmates. 

S.M. Miller, recognizing the similarities in lower class 

life and the many differences, has devised a system of cate

gories that classify various groups of the poor. 9 His four 

categories--the stable, the strained, the copers, the unstable--

7A.H. Maslow, Motivation and Personalit;r(1953), pp.80-106, cited 
in Ibid., p. 14. ---

8Suzanne Keller, tiThe Social World of the Urban Slum Child: Some 
Early Findings ~" American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XXXIII 
(October, 1963), 823-831. --

9Miller, ~)ocial Research, p. 3-13. 
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are based on a weighting of cultural, familial, and economic 

factors. Miller and Riessman, in order to distinguish the 

lower class (the poor) from the working class, use occupation

al and familial instability as criteria.IO Familial stabili

ty as utilized in these categories means at least coping with 

one's problems. 

The stable group, in Miller's classification, is some-

what belo"" the poverty line and has a basically stable family 

unit. The strained poor are those with an unstable family sit

uation but relative economic security. The copers are those 

who somehow manage to maintain family stability in the face 

of great E~conomic insecurity. The unstable poor, the most de

prived., are in both familial and economic terms unstable and 

insecure. However, even within this most unstable group, de

grees of strain and stability are present,tI ••• not every fam

ily is a 'hard-core case' or has a 'multi-agency problem. '" 11 

rv[ill(~r goes on to make a further division, into three 

groups--the chronic poor, the pre-chronic poor, and the sub

chroni.c poor. The chronic poor are defined as long-term de

pendents, part of whom are IIhard-core" cases. The pre-chronic 

lOS.H. fhller and Frank Riessman, "The Working Class Subcul
ture: A :N"ew View," Social Problems, IX(Summer, 1961), 95. 

See also Frances Piven, "Participation of Residents in Neigh
borhood Community Action Programs,1I Social Work, XI (January , 
1966), 76. She uses the occupational base,-rfie unskilled and 
irregular worker, in talking about the poor. 

IlMiller, Social Research, p. 12. 
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poor, the high risk group, are seen as moving toward chronic 

dependency although they have not yet reached i.t. The sub-

chronic poor have, in Miller's view, a greater ability to deal 

with their problems, although many evidences of dependency 

exist. 

One might note, then, that fv1iller's last analysis places 

great weight on evidence of dependency. Perhaps he is saying 

that dependency as it results from occupational and familial 

instabilit:r is the most significant factor. 

B. VA1JUE ORIENTATION PREFERENCES OF THE POOR 

While many have sketched in the characteristics and life 

style of the poor very little has been done on the basic value 

orient::!.tion preferences of this group. Schneid.erman' s study 

is one attempt to learn about this area. 12 

His approach was to determine a level of consensus among 

chronically poor adults on basic values and examine the diff

erence bet'W'een this and. the consensus of the general community. 

The client group was a group of relief reCipients and the pro-

fessional ,;:sroup, social workers and teachers. 

Schneiderman used the analysis of the Kluckhohns in iden-

tification of value preferences dominant in U. S. culture. The 

12Leonard Schneiderman, tlValue Orientation Preferences of Chron
ic Relief :~ecipients, It Soci~ Work, IX(July, 1964), 13-18. 
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dominant v.::tlue orientations in our total culture they find to be 

individualism, a future-time orientation, a striving for mastery

over naturt~, an activist or doing orientation, and an evil-but

per:f'ectablt~(optimistic) view of human nature. 

The preferences of the professional group, the social work

ers and teachers, coincided with those of the general community; 

both showed a statistically significant level of consensus on all 

five va.lue preferences. The client group, the relief recipients, 

showed a statistically significant level of consensus on three 

of the fivE~ value preferences. 

For the client group, on the orientation to nature and 

super-nature there was an almost equal preference for harmony-

with and subjugation-to alternatives. Each was preferred at 

a significant level to mastery-over nature. There was also a 

significant preference for present-time orientation rather than 

future-time~. On the focus of life the difference WaS again 

statistically significant, the client group choosing the being 

rather than the doing alternative. 

On man's relation to other men the finding for the client 

group was less strongly inclined toward individualism than the 

professional group. Individualism was most often chosen, but 

the other c,hoices combined ran a close second. On the view of 

human nature there was a failure to find optimism in the client 

group. The result was a statistically non-significant prefer-

ence for pessimism over optimism. 

Schneiderman concludes from this that the chronically poor 
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are inclined to subject themselves to or live in harmony with 

their environment rather than attempting to master it, living 

then for today and not planning for tomorrow. They focus on 

free expression of self, a "being" orientation, rather than a 

success-oriented, "go-getter" style of life. 

C. THE "CULTURE OF POVERTY" 

Various attempts have been made to move from a delineation 

of characteristics and value preferences of the poor to a con

cept that would give order and, more importantly, explain why 

these characteristics and value preferences exist. The concept 

"culture of poverty" has significance here, as a way of think

ing about poverty. Further, there are implications for the 

social action approach to the tI cuI ture of poverty. 11 

Lewifl in his book Five Families first introduced the idea -
of a "cult;ure of poverty." He says, "Poverty becomes a dynamic 

factor which affects partiCipation in the larger national cul

ture and c:reates a subculture of its own. One can speak of the 

culture of the poor, for it has its own modalities and distinc

tive social and psychological consequences for its members." 13 

In ~~ Children of Sanchez Lewis looks at the concept more 

closely .1L~As an anthropologist he considers the term " culture 11 

appropriate because, in his view, poverty is a way of life passed 

down from generation to generation. Not only is it a lack of 

economic resources or a state of general deprivation and disor

ganization, but to Lewis it is something pOSitive, too. He sees 

l3Lewis, ~ Families, p. 2. 

l4Lewis , ~he Children 2f Sanchez~ PP. xxiv-xxvii. 
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its defense mechanisms and structure as making for persistence 

and, perhaps more important, for stability-producing factors 

in its members. Lewis limits his "culture of poverty" to mod-

ern urban nations, those with a class stratified society and 

technology. 

Glad'vlTin, another anthropologist, also deals with the "cul

ture of poverty." 15 He limits his usage, however, to the mul ti

problem family and considers it a sub-culture. His basis for 

argument is that patterns of thought and behavior deviate in 

some manner from those of the larger culture. He finds two 

attributes to be shared by multi-problem families--a sense of 

powerlessness about eventsCa lack of control in regard to the 

social environment) and a feeling of pessimism about the future. 

S.chneiderman, from his study on value orientation prefer-

ences of the poor, finds supporting evidence for a "culture of 

poverty." He defines a cultural or subcultural group in this 

connection as " ••• one whose behavior is patterned in accordance 

with eithE~r a completely or partially different ordering of 

value orientation preferences from that of the dominant group." 16 

I,ewis argues that poverty is passed on from generation to 

generation because of its adaptation and need-fulfilling func

tions.
l ? Orshansky substantiates this View, noting that the 

single factor most conducive to the growth of poverty and de

pendency :Ls poverty itself. She cites here a recently released 

15Thomas Gladwin, liThe Anthropologist's View of Poverty," Social 
Welf~~E~ F(~C196l), 73-85. 
16;3chneiderman, Social ~, p. 14. 
17Lewis, ~~ Childr~ of ~anchez, p. xxiv. 
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study of ADC cases from a national sample, "more than 40 per

cent 01' the mothers and/or fathers were raised in homes where 

some form of assistance had been received at some time." 18 

Mille!r and Riessman also support this view by citing stud

ies showing the bulk of individuals with the lower class life 

style to be the children of lower class people. 19 Schneiderman 

sees the poverty life-style as having important survival value 

and accul tiurating youth in a way that psychologically makes 

moving out; of the poverty culture very difficult. 20 

Lewis finds a universal poverty culture, one that transcends 

all national boundaries. Drawing from his Mexican studies he 

compares the poor of the U.S. and Mexico and finds similar pat

terns of thought and behavior. He also cites -the group of ori

ental Jews in Israel as one with many similarities to the U.S. 

and Mexican poor.2l Schneiderman, in this connection, says his 

findings suggest that the "culture of poverty" transcends differ-

ences in E~thnic and national origin. Since all the client group 

subjects ,,,ere American born and eighty percent of the total i

dentify with the majority ethnic and national group, this evi

dence counters the view that only the Negro or Puerto Rican poor 

18M. Elaine Burgess and Daniel O. Price, An American Devendency 
Challenge (1963) , p. 21. quoted in r'101lie Orshansky, "Ch~ldren 
of the Poor," Social Security Bulletin, XXVI (July , 1963), 12. 

19Data from two American studies detailed in the appendix to 
S.f1. MillE~r, "Comparative Social Mobility, tI Current SOCiOlOg: 
(1961), cited in Miller and Riessman, "The Working Class Su -
culture," Socia! Problems, 9~. 

20SchneidHrman, Social ~, p. 16. 
21Lewis, ~~he Childr~ of Sanchez, p. xxv. 
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live in a "culture 0 f poverty." 22 

Harrington in The Other America also develops the "culture 

of poverty" concept .23 He sees it as a way of life and a sys

tem that produces a certain type of person--an apathetic one14 

S.M.Hiller calls Harrington to task for over-generalizing and 

extending the term beyond the intent of its originator, Oscar 

Le\'lis?-5 Harrington writes, then, as if all the poor are bound 

by apathy and ineffectiveness. Miller emphasizes the differ-

ences among the poor and says, "In particula r, \-That has been 

ta}:en as typical of the most unstable bottom group has been gen

eralized 1iO apply to all who are poor •••• If 26 

1'1iller counters this view of a passive poor by citing in

stances in which they were able to unite for effective action. 

In all fairness to Harrington, however, one must note his pur-

pose as expressed in the Appendix to his book. He says, "If 

my interpretation is bleak and grim, and even if it overstates 

the case slightly, that is intentional. My moral point of de-

parture is a sense of outrage •••• "27 

Shostak, generalizing from the Philadelphia experience 

with a poverty program, also challenges the picture Harrington 

draws of a defeated and disorganized group. He finds a signifi-

22SchneidE~rman, Social ~, p. 16. 

23Harrington, The Other America. 
24For another expression of his view see Michael Harrington, liThe 
Mystical rali tants, II The New Republic, CLIV(February 19, 1966), 20-22. 
25 -- -

Miller, Social Research, p. 20. 
26Ibid., P. 22. 

27Harrington, The Qther America, p. 171. 
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cant correlation between youthfulness and distrust, middle age 
28 

and guarded hope, old age and quiet apathy. 

Herzog, in looking at the concept, finds a lack of basic 

core giving it an identity as a culture. She says that a sense 

of belonging to an entity with institutions, behavioral patterns, 

shared beliefs, and a feeling that this is good are essential 

for a culture. Sharing and participating, the positive aspects, 

she finds absent from the concept. Her own feeling is that 

"sub-culturel! might be a better term. She puts it," ••• the life-

ways of the slum dwellers represent, not a system of culturally 

evolved patterns, but rather a series of disjointed, pragmatic 

adjustments to exigencies perceived as unpredictable and uncon-
29 

trollable." 

Haggstrom finds characteristics of the poor to be situation

al patterns and beliefs and challenges the asslUnption that they 

represent a general way of reacting in all situations.30 While 

he is combatting the idea of a monolithic "culture of poverty" 

he notl3s a subculture developing when habits of dependency have 

become internalized over time.
3l 

Schorr says that the attitudes of passivity, cynicism, and 

an orientation to the present associated with t;he "culture of 

28Arthur B. Shostak, "Promoting Participation of the Poor:Phila
delphia's Antipoverty Program," Social Work, XI (January , 1966), 69-70. 
29Elizabeth Herzog, "Some Assumptions About the Poor,11 Social 
Servic~ Review, XXXVII (December, 1963), 394-. 
:;OWarren C. Haggstrom, "The Power of the Poor,11 Mental Health 
of the Poor, ed. Frank Riessman et ale (New York, 1964), p. 210. 
~---

Ibid., p. 217. 
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poverty" a.re"realistic response to the facts of poverty. 

He notes that these attitudes are important to a person's psy

chic survi.val. 33 He says that the attitudes attributed to 

culture may be traced to material deprivation. Schorr's sug

gestion is that within the"culture of poverty" " ••• there may 

be negative attitudes that can be turned to constructive uses 

and affirmative attitudes that are unrecognized.".34 

Some of these writers, then, stress the longevity of the 

tlculture of poverty," its distinctive attitudes, and its func

tional value for the poor while others emphasize that the life 

style is basically a response to the reality of the situation. 

That these two views can, together, illuminate the problem and 

are not opposed is shown by Bloom et ale In looking at the cul

turally deprived child, they put it this way, tlSuch passivity 

and defeat;ism(and possibly, hostility) stemming from need depri

vation is learned by the child from ~ (italics mine) the re

alities of living and from the parents who, through their daily 

behavior communicate a general attitudinal orientation.,,35 

In sum, the significant factor in relation to the social 

32Alvin L .. Schorr, "The Non-culture of Poverty,1I Americ~!! Jour
nal of Orthops~chi~t XXXIV(March, 1964), 220-221. 

33rn my mm experience with the poor in Kansas City, IVIissouri, 
this phenomenon was observed. One woman was always hoping the 
situation would change, but she was always losing out. As a 
result, she was doubly unhappy; perhaps it would have been bet
ter had she not hoped at all. 
34Schorr, American Journal 2! Orthopsychiat~, p. 221. 
35Benjamin S. Bloom et al., "Compensatory Education for Cultur
al Deprivation," Povert~ in America, ed. Margaret S. Gordon 

( San Francisco, 1965), p. 97 
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action approach is the "culture of poverty" interpreted as re-

sponse to the reality of the situation. Povert~ in America: 

! ~ of Readings in considering the concept stresses the 

theme of adaptation to the present envirotunent. The individ-

ual, then, is characterized as being socialized into an envi

ronment fraught with uncertainty and deprivation, roth economic 

and otherwise. The socialization is not so much into a certain 

set of beli.efs and assumptions about life, but one of exposure 

to the realities of a poverty-ridden existence. The implication 

is that attitudes and value reflect differentials in life chance, 

differentials in opportunity. If life chance is the issue the 

sugg~stion follows that change in the opportunity structure is 

needed?6 

III. POWERLESSNESS, THE POOR, AND SOCIAL ACTION 

Central to the social actionist view of poverty is the con

cept of po'werlessness ~ Social actionists look at the character-

istics of ·the poor, their value orientation preferences, their 

whole life style and see a lack of power over the conditions of 

life as th4~ crucial .factor, coloring their response to the world. 

Powerlessnl~ss, the psychological phenomenon, is interpreted as 

nurtured by powerlessness, the political reality. 

Psychological powerlessness is discussed by Seeman as one 

type of alienation. He defines it as, fI ••• the expectancy or 

probability held by the individual that his own behavior cannot 

determine the occurrence of the outcomes, or reinforcements, he 

36See Introduction to Chapter 5, povertt in America: A Book 
of ~ing~~, ed. Louis A. Ferman et a1. Ann Arbor, 1965)~9-260. 
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seeks. 1137 

Schorr in "Policy Issues in Fighting Poverty," finds alien

ation to be the condition of the poor !!! ~ ~ociety. He em

phasizes that in Europe this is not the case and says that ali

enation nEled not accompany poverty. A necessity as he sees it 

is to undelrstand in what circumstances the poor feel and are ac-

t .p • t 38 cepted as a par o~ soc~e y. 

Ohlin, in writing about residents of deprived urban areas, 

notes that; they experience a deep feeling of social isolation 

and a lack of the knowledge, skill, and power to alter the con

ditions of their lives. He finds their interests to be largely 

un expresEled and unmet. 39 

Ross relates psychological powerlessness among the poor 

to mental health and its consequences for the person. He quotes 

Jahoda in this regard as making the first criterion for mental 

health in our society the "active adjustment or attempts at mas

tering of his environment, as distinct both from his inability 

to adjust and from his indiscriminate adjustment through passive 

acceptance of environmental conditions." 40 The Schneiderman 

37I"1el vin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation t" American Socio
logical Review, XXIV(December, 1959), 784. 

38Alvin L. Schorr, "Policy Issues in Fighting Poverty,"Children, 
XI (July-Au.gust, 1964), 129. 

39LIOYd Ohlin, "Issues in the Development of Indigeno11s Social 
Movements Among Residents of Deprived Urban Areas," (October, 
1960), cited in David R. Hunter, The §lums: Challenge ~ ~
l~onse (New' York, 1964), 178. 

f1arie Jahoda, "Towards a Social Psychology of {,lental Health," 
(1950), 12', qu.oted in Hurray G. Ross~ Communit;y: Organization-
TheoIT ancl Principles(New York, 1955), p. B3. 
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study (p. 9) with its finding on adjustment-to and harmony-with 

nature as orientations of the poor has relevance here. 

Haggstrom in "The Power of the Poor," points out that peo

ple tend Edther to attack or to retreat from forces controlling 

their Ii VE~S which they cannot affect or escape. He thus inter

prets the hostility and suspicion as well as the indifference 

of the poor. Being powerless and having unmet needs the poor 

are dependent on those who can meet their needs. The feeling 

of dependemcy and powerlessness leads to a pervasive hopeless

ness. He expresses it this way, "If extent of self-realization 

is a measure of personality development, then dependency, which 

erodes self-realization with the loss of self-responsibility, 

is a measure of personality inadeQuacy.,,41 

Haggstrom, finding psychological powerlessness to be rooted 

in the social structure, goes on to stress the lack of scope 

for action ppen to the poor. Society usually furnishes this 

scope tio a person by childhood socialization and by social stand

ing. Childhood socialization should give him confidence and 

hope; his social standing should make it possible for him to 

act. l~ower class socialization and social standing, however, 

do not do this. 42 

One social actionist calls political powerlessness the 

"deeper" issue, behind the dependency and the structural defects 

in our society tHat produce and maintain the "culture of poverty." 
41 

Haggstrom, "The Power of the Poor, II Mental Health, p. 212; 

42Ibid ., p. 212-214. 
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Anderson, thus, sees the objective lack of power as a basic 

cause of the motivational problems of the inner city.43 

W. Astor Kirk phrases it, "To be pO\oferless is to be unable 

effectively to participate in shaping the social policies of 

the community, private as well as public." 44 l':irk, then, as 

well as Haggstrom and Anderson, finds powerlessness in the so

cial situation to be the basic cause of psychological aliena-

tion and dependency. 

Objective evidence of change in the social situation(the 

opportunity structure) ,would be the solution as these social 

actionists see it. The reality of life for the poor would be 

much different since participation in shaping city decisions 

would be possible. As a result, the poor would not be prey to 

those who would exploit them--whether city government, landlord, 

or storekeeper. They would have power to effect change in the 

injustices that are part of life for them. 

The presence of power for the poor, brought about by this 

change in the social situation, would have behavioral and, e

ventually attitudinal, consequences. Clark supports this vie\'! 

in saying, "The data reveal that desired changes in the behavior 

of individuals and groups can be brought about by a change in 

the soeial situation in which they are required to function."45 

43L• Vann Anderson, "Community Organization by the Methodist In
ner City Parish, Kansas City, Missouri," unpublished paper(1965), 6. 
44W. Astor Kirk~ "Poverty, Powerlessness, the Church," Concern, 
!5I(f1ay 1, 1965), 10. 

Kenneth B. Clark, "Some Implications for a Theory of Social 
Change, II ~he Journal of Social Is~ (1953), 7;'~-73, quoted in 
Ross, Communitl Organization, p. 74. 
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The result would be the demise of the damaging psychological 

consequences of the "culture of poverty,," Haggstrom notes, 

supporting this point, that when a poor person becomes invol-

ved in suc:cessful social action feelings of helplessness lessen.46 

In r€!lation to involving the poor in social action the 

characteristics of the poor and the various groups of the poor 

have implications. Piven, in this vein, sees social action as 

tailor-made for the poor. She points out that, because it is 

a simple and dramatic method, protest requires less personal 

and economic stability than sustained participation in an or

ganization.47 Perhaps, then, the more stable would provide 

the lasting leadership for the organization, with the less 

stable s\'1elling the ranks when aroused on a particular issue. 

S.M. Miller, looking at the groups of the poor--the stable, 

the strained, the copers, the unstable--stresses the crucial 

role of interaction among them. He suggests that political 

mobilizati.on can happen where an unstable group lives with a 

more stable group. The more stable, then, would provide strength 

and control; the spur would come .from the stable, the strained, 

and the copers and spread to the unstable.48 

r1ille,r observes, also, the advantage o.f the merging o.f e

conomic (c:lass) .factors with ethnic (racial) .factors. The clout 

46Haggstrom, "The Power o.f the Poor," Mental Health, p. 220-221. 

47Piven, §ocial ~rk, p. 78. 

48Miller , Social Research, p. 18. 
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of the civil rights movement and its effect on the average Ne

gro makes this segment of the poor more accessible to a social 

action approach.49 

IV. COMf'1UNlTY ORGANIZATION-..;ALINSKY AND THE NEW LEFT 

The social action approach in practice can best be eval

uated by looking at the orientatio.n of two action models (that 

of Alinsky and the New Left). The differences and common points 

of these community organization methods can provide us much in-

sight into the goals and achievements of social action. 

Frank: Riessman, in looking at social action group~, char

acterizes the tenor of an Alinsky-style and a New Left-style 

approach?O He finds implications for action in the basic phi

losophy of the two. 

For differences he sees the moral and uncompromising ori

entation of the New Left set against the pragmatic, "hard-nosed" 

tactics-focus of Alinsky. The New Left, being oriented toward. 

an idealistic position, is inclined to support its position even 

though it is sometimes tactically unwise. While Alinsky stress

es power and organization the New Left seems to repudiate power 

and what 'it calls "bureaucratic" organization. 

For points in common both action styles function outside 

the goverrunental and professional system; both appeal to the ali-

49S•M.f''Iiller, "Poverty, Race, and Politics," The New SOCiOlO~: 
Essays in !30cial Science and Social Theor~ inHOnor-of C.Wrist 
Mills, ea. Irving t. HorowitzCNew York, 1 64), P. 293: 

50Frank RiHssman, "A Comparison of Two Social Action Approaches: 
Saul Alinsky and the New Student Left," (mimeo., 1965), abstract
ed in Poverty and Human Resources Abstracts, l(May-June, 1966), 123. 
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enated poor, stress citizen rights and participation, and are 

neighborhood-based. Both feel the poor need an outside organ

izational force. Both emphasize a conflict model of change and 

stress direct action techniques. 

In the group he terms the "New Leftlt Riessman includes 

Students for a Democratic Society, Student Non-violent Coordin

ating Committee, and Northern Student Movement as having the 

characteristics he describes. In the Alinsky-style group he 

would have to include not only those communities organized by 

Saul Alinsky's Industrial Areas Foundation, but those groups 

that follow his philosophy. 

Kopkind, in writing of SDS a~tempts at organizing the poor, 

agrees with Riessman's analysis. He finds SDS organizing as not 

so much political act:'on as psychological process. With the 

stress on spontaneity and group decision-making the result is 

something like a showcase "grass roots" democracy, reflecting 
51 their idealistic position. 

A significant note of this idealism is that "They hate the 

system of manipulation and authoritarianism more than they dis

like the injustices it produces.,,52 Thus, because of their dis

trust of any program and their anti-leadership and anti-strategy 

attitudes they have difficulty in building a movement that will 

endure. 

51Andrew Kopkind, "Of, By and For the Poor," The New ReEublic, 
CLII(June 19, 1965), 17-18. 
52Ibid., p. 18. 

For contrast, I add my departure from this group. I would 
emphasize the injustice, the hurt in the lives of people, more 
than the system. 
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Schechter, a former organizer for NSN, shows these char

acteristics in writing a critique of Alinsky. He finds the 

Alinsky-style organization to be basically one of social con

trol. He Bees it as control because spontaneity is inhibited 

through itH formal structure and because its "bureaucracy" re

inforces dE~pendency on the organizer. 53 

The d:Lfference in approach is evident in the relation of 

the block clubs or neighborhood councils to other groups. A

linsky's goal is to set up a larger organization with represen

tation from the neighborhood groups and other organizations in 

the community. This larger group he sees as more effective, 

wielding more influence as a "voice" for the people of the in-
5·4-ner city. SDS organizing, however, would reject this "organ-

ization of organizations." It would put emphasis on the auton-

omy of the smaller unit, the block group. 

Alinsky sees these organizations as filling the important 

function of tying the alienated poor to the community and the 

city, in effect bringing them back into identification and par

ticipa~ion in American life. 55 SDS efforts, by contrast, do not 

seem (lui te so concerned with bringing the poor back into identi

fication a.nd participation in American life. As alienated from 

society tr..emsel ves, they do not present an image of being part 

of the mai.nstream. 

53Danny Schechter, "Reveille for Reformers 11,11 Studies on the 
Left, VI(~ranuary-February, 1966), 25-27. - -

54Saul D. Alinsky, Reveille f£E Radicals (Chicago, 1946), p. 216. 

55Ibi5!e, p. 211-212. 
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SDS shows its own alienation from middle class society by 

rejecting liberal allies. Liberals are seen as having as much 

stake in 1:;he status quo as conservatives and equally as biased 

against change. 56 Gans in "A Rational Approach to Radicalism" 

takes SDS and SNCC to task for IIcutting down" those politically 

closest to them. He feels that they take pride in being "ille

gitimate" in a sense and outside the major society.57 

In contrast to the New Left's rejection of liberals, Alin

sky gets much of his support from them. In several communities 

where he \florks church groups have sponsored him, e. g., Rochester 

and Kansas city.58 In an article in the Methodist magazine !Q

gether Alinsky says, "The only major institutions fighting for 

justice, d.ecency, and equality in America are the churches. The 

labor unions are no longer doing it. ,,59 He makes such state

ments as thiS, attempting to play to the groups that can give 

him thle support he needs. 

One advantage of Alinsky over SDS organizing is this lib

eral support. Although Alinsky has been called "Marxist" and 

a "troublemaker" the very fact that churches support him helps 

the image. SDS, however, lad:ing this support, finds itself vul

nerable. The witch hunt in Cleveland which forced SDS to with-

56Kopkind, ~ New Republic, p. 18. 
57Herbert J. Gans, ttA Rational Approach to Radicalism," Studies 
on the Lef·t, VI (January-February , 1966), 41-45. 
58F~ fu,~it, "Alinsky To Lead Poor In Drive Here," Kansas City 
§;Eg:(August 1, 1965). 

James Ridgeway, "Saul Alinsky in Smugtown,1l ~he New ReI2ublic, 
CLII(June :26, 1965), 16. 
59Saul D" Alinsky, ttThe Tough Line on Poverty," Together, X(June, 
1966), 45. 
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draw support from the tenants' council it organized is one ex

ample of tihis.60 Alinsky insists on a broad base of support by 

various organizations in any community bei'ore he will consider 

coming in.. In this way he is able to defend himself against 
61 any such charges. 

Another difference of an AlinSky-style organization is 

that of pE~rsonnel. fvlen, organizers backed by a heavily finan

ced organization, are able to wield more influence than students 

with little experience and little organizational support. When 

financial support and organizational backing are present, how

ever, experience may well be the decisive i'actor. I observed 

this in Kansas City organizing, in which as students we were to 

do the preliminary work before the Alinsky organization came in. 

The reception we received by the poor vias colored by the inex-

perience oi' our group. In their eyes we were "just students," 

even thougp we had had training and had the necessary organiza

tional and. financial support. 

In lCloking at the Alinsky experience in organizing, over 

the past thirty years and involving more than two million people 

in forty-four communities. Riessman i'inds two major objectives. 

In contrast to the SDS "psychological process" Kopkind talks a-

bout, itiessman sees the eradication of local grievances and the 

development of independence and dignity on the part of the pow

erless and dependent poor.62 

60Kopkind, ~ New Republic, p. 16-17. 
61Kiewit, Kansas 9itl Star. 

62Frank Riessman, "Self-Help Among the Poor: New Styles of So
cial Action," !rans-action, VI (September-October, 1965), 34. 
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The Alinsky-style organizing effort concentrates on issues 

and attempts to organize around them. Alinsky puts it this way, 

"The community organizer digs into a morass of resignation, hope

lessness, and despair and works with the local people in artic

ulating (or 'rubbing raw') their resentments." He n ••• agitates 

to the point of conflict. II 63 

In my opinion, Alinsky's orientation is a strange mixture 

of tough-m.inded realism and moderate idealism. On the one hand, 

he stresses power--the power of money and people, and especially 

that of a group of people. He stresses the self-interest and 

resentment of the poor, feeling that these factors can motivate 

them to attack the power structure. He feels one must be "hard" 

when fighting social evils.64 

On the other hand, he talks about the attainment of human 

dignity and strength as his goals for the poor. He considers 

the community organizations he establishes purposeful tools 

in educatj.on, understanding, and attitude-change. He emphasizes 

what community organization can mean for the poor themselves, 

not just vl7hat issues they can win. He demonstrates great faith 

in people and in the democratic process.65 

Riessman feels the Alinsky model has demonstrated its effec

tiveness :Ln practice.66 That social action and community organ-

63Riessman, Trans-action, p. 34. 
64Ho Black, "This is War," Saturday Evening Post, CCXXXVII(Janu
ary 2~;, 1964), 60. 

Charles Silberman, "Up From Apathy--The \'Joodlawn Experiment, II 
Commentar.[, XXXVII (May , 1964), 53. 
65Alinsky, Reveille. 
66HieEisman, Trans-action, p. 37. 
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ization can be accomplished in a low-income community shows that, 

given an alternative, the poor are not apathetic. That it is 

relatively teasy to find indigenous leadership in poor communities 

is significant also from the standpoint of effecting change. 

v. SOCIAL ACTION, PRESSUHE GROUP POLITICS, AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

In the social action view if there is to be any impact on 

society,gaining power for the poor is essential. Through use of 

this power, then, change in the opportunity structure can be 

effected.. An examination of the role of social action methods 

in relation to pressure group politics and social change can be 

insight.ful here. 

Social action philosophy sees present in our society two 

groups, twCl communities--the affluent and the poor. Haggstrom 

expresses it, "The stronger of the two communities has tradition-

ally acted to alleviate the results perceived to be undesirable 

without changing the relationship of the two communities or end

ing the division into two communities. ,p7 l\1iller and Rein find 

that the lrJar on poverty is only perpetuating this division of 

communi.ties. liThe primary thrust of the war on poverty is to 

improve~ the opportunities of the poor by changing them rather 
68 

than the institutions which shape them." 

Social actionists thus advocate changing this relationship 

between the two communities--the affluent and the poor. The 

emphasis is on power for the poor, to help them alter their own 

lot rather than plans and programs imposed on them. 
67 

HaggBtrom, liThe Power of the Poor," ~lental Health, p. 214. 
68s . M• i"liller and Hartin Rein, "Will the W-;;; on Poverty Change 
America?" Trans-~ction, II (July-August , 1965), 23. 
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In thinking about power Haggstrom says that added power is 

usually secured only by persons and institutions who at present 

hold power. As he interprets it, the amount of power tends to 

increase in a modern industrial society. Because of this he 

sees hope for the poor gaining power, although they are at a 

great disa<1vantage. The implication here, then, is that those 

already in power would have to share it.69 

The social action instrwnent for gaining power for the poor 

is that of organization of the poverty community. As to the 

stance of these community groups Cloward says," ••• strategies of 

conciliation and coalition will not bring the poor into the main

stream of American life.,,70 He sees it as necessary for minor-

ity groups to win acceptance by the majority by a militant ap-

proach. 

Taking militance (a conflict model) as a "given" for so-

cial actionists in gaining power, the question arises as to the 

role of the social action group. Is its role to be that of a 

political group or that of a pressure group? The divergent el

ements of these two role conceptions here have wide and pervas

ive implications for strategy, for how a social action group 

performs~ 

Schechter, in referring to Alinsky-style organizing, says, 

"In most cases, power means the ability to be recognized or have 

the organization's ideas taken into consideration. It usually 

69I-Iaggstrom, "The Power of the Poor," Mental ~lth, p. 214. 

70Cloward, The Nati9g, p. 58. 
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does not mean the ability to be the decisive force in develop

ing, controlling and carrying out programs. It usually does not 

mean ell~cting organization members into public office or being 

the actual decision-maker wi thin the community. It 71 Schechter 0 

finds pressure group activity as not enough~ He calls for the 

community organization to be the "decisive force," the Eower 

in the larger community. In essence, he advocates a political 

group, with its members taking over "the system" rather than 

working outside it. The end-product would be revolutionary so

cial change. One might note the idealism of this approach, that 

the communlty organization is to override other interests and 

become the force in the total community, even though it repre-

sents a minority. 

Riessman, on the contrary, sees the role of social action 

as an important element, a motor force in social change within 

the present political structure. He stresses the change in e-

quilibrium that it brings about, as a crisis or opening around 

which other elements in the change process can operate. He re-

lates this function to our total society, finding that the de-

mands of other social movements in American history have been 

absorbed into the mainstream of politics. His point is that 

social act:Lon does not possess long-term properties. 72 

Elsewhere Riessman points to the valuable role that both 

Alinsky and the NevI Left serve. 73 As critics of poverty pro-

gram developments and as outsiders demanding more i\.>r the poor, 

7lscnechter, S"t!udi~~ 2!! ~ Left, po 24. 
7~iessman, Trans-action, PC) 33. 
7~rank Ri l3ssman and Martin Rein, "The Third Force.: An Anti
Povert;r IdeolQgy"," American Child, XLVII (Novem ber , 1965), 14. 
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such groups can force the political center to move further to 

the left and provide those working within "the system," e.g., 

in the government poverty program, with more leverage. He con-

siders social action, then, as a pressure group. Concurring 

with Riessman,Miller and Rein also speak of the effectiveness 

of social action as a pressure group.74 

Riessman notes that social actionists, being outside "the 

system," ean deal with more touchy areas than can governmental 

sponsored projects.75 In this connection, one should note the 

experiencE~ of Mobilization for Youth and the Syracuse School of 

Social Work, both attempts to use governmental funds to subsi

dize a militant social action approach.76 Because federal mOD-

ey was uSE~d to help the poor gain power, that development ran 

headlong i.nto conflict with the local power structure in each 

case. The result was a disbanding of the program. 

In this connection, Riessman points out that Alinsky, al

though tactics-oriented, shows little understanding of how a 

social action group can relate to "the system.tI 77 Alinsky in 

74 S•N• Miller and Martin Rein, "Social Action on the Install
ment Plan," Trans-action, III ,January-February , 1966), 37. 

75Frank Riessman, "Mobilizing the Poor,"Commonweal,LXXXII(May 
21, 1965), 285-289. 

76George Brager, "Organizing the Unaffiliated in a Low-Income 
Area," Socill ~, VIII (April , 1963), 34-40. 

Samuel Kaplan, "Syracuse Group Fighting Shriver," The New 
~ T~~~, (December o 3, 1965), 26. --- ---

Edwin Knoll and Jules Witcover, "Fighting Poverty and City 
Hall(Syracuse),""!he Reporter, XXXIII(June 3, 1965), 19-22. 

77Frank Riessman, in Letters to the Editor, Trans-action, III 
(Novernber-:)ecernber, 1965), 2. --
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"Behind the Mask," seems to assume that the government can take 

a directi,::>n far from the mainstream of public opinion. He says 

the federi3.l government should grant money to independent social 

action groups for organizing the poor along militant lines. 78 

The limits of governmental support are very real one, de

pending on compromise and majority will. Cohen characterizes 

the need for consensus in a federally-financed community action 

program, tI]~ven as it seeks to involve the poor, it must not jet

tison other groups and institutions whose support and involve-

ment are E~ssential if the society is to sustain a massive pro

gram. ,,79 

In contrast, social action efforts can be somewhat more in

dependent. They can avoi~ a compromised stance in some measure 

by getting their support from churches, foundations, unions, and 

other private interests and organizations. Here, too, though, 

policy is influenced. 

Brager points up the necessity for finanCing and support 

for 101l1er-class action groups. Spontaneous formation of these 

groups is not seen as a live possibility considering the char

acteristic lack of organizational participation by the poor. 

The result is that established, middle class oI~anizations must 

provide the necessary impetus. The pervasive i.nfluence ot' the 

sponsoring group is thus an inevitable limiting factor to inde

pendenee ~O Ohlin says, "Whenever existing organizations are used 

7ttaul D. Alinsky, "Behind the Mask," XLVII (November , 1965), 7-9. 

711enry Cohen, "Community Action: 
~ Child, XLVII (November, 1965), 

8~rager, !39cial ~, p. 40. 

Instrument of Change," Ameri-
20. 
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to sponsor indigenous social movements the primary interests of 

the sponsoring organization tend to affect the selection of mem

bers, the form of the organization, the specification of objec

tives, and determination and control of the implementing activ-

0t 0 n 81 
~ ~es. 

The presence of conservative groups within these private 

organizat:Lons and the division that can result shows the basic 

problem in attempting to function as a pressure group. To be 

"outside the system" is partially a vain hope, because finan-

cial and noral support is always needed. The withdrawal of sup

port from Rochester and Kansas City churches financing Alinsky 

indicates the dilemna of any group attempting to move out in 
82 this area.. The result may well be fragmentation of effort, 

some organizations \'/illing to risk loss of support and others 

not willing. A concentrated nation-wide program on the part of 

any private organization would be fraught with many problems. 

Pressure group tactics, however fragmented and on a small 

scale, may be the only way social action can attempt to move for 

change. Gans, in considering this, says that this is the meth

od American society has used in the past to effect social change. 

Re says that minority interests have influenced policy in the 

past and that the poor can also do this. In his View, exploit

ing the majority's desire for order by threatening it and by 

playing to its moral sentiments can force necessary reform. 83 

81ohlin, "Issues," The Slums: Challenge and Response, p. 185 
82Ridgeway, The New~pUbliC, p. 16. 

Alinsky" Together, p. 45. 
83Gans, Studies £!! ~ Left, p. 39-40. 
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The approach Gans feels best for social action would em-

phasize short-range change. His reason is that basic or sys

tem wide ehange would be unrealistic, considering the many in

terest groups in our society. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In rHgard to social action theory .four critical dichoto

mies have been discussed in this paper: the "culture of pov

erty" as a persistent, internalized life style and as a response 

to the realities of poverty, the tenor of the Alinsky and the 

New Left approaches, the question of a political group or a 

pressure group effecting change(from inside or outside the sys

tem), and the question of system-wide or short-range social 

change. 

The social action approach has been interpreted here bas

ically in regard to its philosophy. In those instances where 

social action practice has been examined, it has been done in 

relation to that philosophy. 

A fruitful area of inquiry would be that of social ac

tion in practice. At the present time, however, the evidence 

in this area is fragmentary and, more important, quite partisan. 
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